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POETRY FROM A COMPUTER’S MIND. 2009 - 2012

Do computers need to express their creativity? Do computers think on
electric poems?
In the project Poetry from a Computer's
Mind I explore the computer, not just as the
mute tools at the service of human creativity,
but instead as an artist in its own right, as it
attempts to imitate that creativity. What would
it do? The idea of a computer trying to create
competent poetry is certainly worth our
consideration.

Dossier

Poetry from a
Computer’s Mind

These images represent the first attempts of a
computer to imitate our creative ability, at
first in the form of very basic rhyming
couplets and elemental verses, as it plays with
the very few concepts it can understand:
networking, the technology of
communication, chips, instant messages, the
electronic devices that we plug into it... These
are the only cultural references it has at its
disposal. With these few ingredients making
up its limited universe, my guess is that it
would come up with something like this: A
collection of visual verses, half-failure, halfsuccess; some a naïve reminder of the silly
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poems of childhood, but others which hint at a
more sophisticated intelligence. Whether the
computer aims at self-expression or to
impress us –its audience– is not clearly
revealed.
Formally the "poems" take the form of 3D
renders which have been polished to
photorealism –100% computer-generated
realities attempting to look like 100% real
objects. It is as if the computer devoted all its
energy to the imitation of the analogical world
outside its screen. To fully explore this
concept, using the digital medium and
creating the images within a computer seemed
the logical choice: the medium fitting the
concept until they both become
indistinguishable.
The images suggest rather than dictate an
interpretation, inviting us into a state of free
association about our electronic culture. They
await the viewer’s own sense of meaning.
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The connections between creativity and art
are suggested by the computer itself:
· Electric Poetry, opus 12 (front page): a
message in a bottle, where the message is a
facebook post. The sea is inside the bottle,
instead of outside.
· Electric Poetry, opus 05 (upper left):
videogames, interpreted like old paper handmade toys.
· Electric Poetry, opus 06 (bottom left):
smartphone, a photographic camera mounted
on a telephone.

I invite to consider the beauty and innocent
meaning of each image, but also reflect on the
implications of the evolution of the artificial
brain and the artificial soul behind them.
Are these visual couplets merely playful? Or
is it just that we don't understand them
entirely yet?

Today, accepted the digital revolution, our duty
is now to train the computer in terms of
beauty.

· Electric Poetry, opus 11 (upper right): the
carrier pigeon is both messenger and message.
· Electric Poetry, opus 21 (right): typefaces
inside a first aids kit, the news as the cure.
· Electric Poetry, opus 22 (bottom right): the
image that closes the series, playing with the
concepts of realism and pessimism.
Hyperrealism in form, but hyperpessimism in
concept. The glass deforms the reality making
us see it always half empty.
The results can be comical in some cases;
they may invite a smile, but perhaps only a
wry half-smile. For they also represent the
aspirations of a computer to be like us, here
we see a gesture of admiration, but one that
opens up the intriguing possibility that those
aspirations could become reality. And I'm
interested in that particular point: Once the
creative dreams of the computer were
realized, would there be a glimmer of
admiration for its human creators left? Or
definitely not?
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See the whole Poetry from a Computer’s Mind series:

www.dariolanza.com
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BIO
1975 born in Galicia, lives and works in Madrid, Spain.

RÉSUMÉ

Postgraduate studies in Computer Graphics from the Universidad
Rey Juan Carlos [2010], Master degree in Digital Modelling and
Rendering from Aula Tematica [2004], and D.I. degree in
Engineering from the Universidad Politecnica de Madrid [1999],
currently developing a PhD Thesis about digital matte painting.

:: 2010 - present: PhD thesis about digital matte
painting. Universidad Rey Juan Carlos. Madrid. (In
development).
:: 2008 - present: Render specialist at Next Limit in
the development team of Maxwell, a state-of-theart technology for digital rendering. Madrid.

Like many children of my generation, I acquired my first computer
in 1984, the iconical ZX Spectrum 48k. Since that very moment, I
felt that small device was a powerful creative tool right in my
hands.
Today I combine my post as Professor of Rendering Technologies
at the Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, Professor of Audiovisual
Workflow at the Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, courtesy
appointments in several art schools and lecturer in various events
about computer graphics, with my work as Render Specialist at
Next Limit in the development team of Maxwell, a state-of-the-art
technology for digital rendering.

:: 2008 - 2010: Postgraduate studies in Computer
Graphics. Universidad Rey Juan Carlos. Madrid.

:: 2008. Highlighted Project: Making of Elcano.
Journal: Render Out!, issue number 03.
:: 2007. Featured Artist: 10 of the Best. Journal: 3D
Creative, issue number 03.
:: 2004. Featured Artist. Journal: Computer Arts,
issue number 104.
:: 2004. Highlighted Artist. Journal: Todo 3D, issue
number 47.
:: 2004. Highlighted Artist. Journal: Arte y Diseño,
issue number 62.

:: 2005 - 2009: 3D illustrator for El Mundo national
newspaper and magazine. Awarded with the Gold
Award from the Society for News Design (2006).

:: 2005: Lead of Lighting and Rendering in the film
The Magic Cube. Awarded with a Goya Award

LECTURES & EVENTS

Nomination (2007).

:: 2004: Co-author of the book Lightwave 3D 8.
Anaya Editorial.

:: 2012. december. Siggraph 2012. Render
Exhibition. Singapore.

I'm specially interested in the way digital technology is altering the production of art today, and its potential
to define our aesthetic experience and give shape to our digital culture.
In my works I research the unexplored expressive capabilities of the digital media, by creating images that
result new and suggestive, while unleash visual associations. My interest is mainly based on both our
attitude in front of the images created by the computer, and the attitude of the computer in from of us.

:: 2004: Master degree in digital modeling and
rendering. Aula Tematica. Madrid.

:: 2012, may. Lecture Contemporary Painting:
Digital Matte Painting. Primer Frame. Valencia.

:: 2001 - 2009: Art assistant at BBDO advertising
agency, and freelance artist for several advertising
agencies.

:: 2012, april. Article The Art of Rendering. Mike
Seymour. FXGuide.

In my particular position as both producer of artwork and involved in the development of software for other
creators, I perceive this as a truly momentous for both art and technology realms, and the constant
feedback they are sharing. In my work as render specialist in the development of a render engine, I
developed a strong technical understanding of the software and the generation of synthetic images, deep
enough to be able to synthesize images that don't look synthetic at all. In fact, far from resulting artificial,
the images result strangely natural and close. To achieve the desired results, I had to develop custom
specific rendering procedures, altering the usual way the softwares were designed to work.

:: 1993 - 1999: D.I. degree in Engineering (Forest
Engineering). Universidad Politecnica. Madrid.

PRESS CLIPS

:: 2012. Highlighted Artwork. Journal: British
Computer Society annual digest, december 2012
issue.

The magnetism of these images refute the stigma of artificial and soulless that is usually associated to
computer art. The meticulous elaboration behind each image becomes transparent, the technology finally
disappears, and the images leave us alone in front of an emotional observation.

:: 2008. Interview with Dario Lanza. Journal: CG
Arena, issue number 03.

:: 2011, december. Siggraph 2011. Render
Exhibition. Hong Kong.
:: 2011, may. Lecture Photorealistic Rendering.
FMX. Stuttgart. Germany.
:: 2010, october. Lecture Photorealistic Rendering.
View Conference. Torino. Italy.
:: 2009, may. Lecture Contemporary illustration
using 3D tools. Universidad Rey Juan Carlos.
Madrid.
:: 2007, october. Lecture The evolution of real-time
Rendering. Artfutura. Barcelona.

Web: www.dariolanza.com
Email: dario@dariolanza.com
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VISIONS OF THE INFINITY. 2012

Evolution and technology
Darwin 2.0, 2009. C-print, unique. 21x40cm
Labelled and pinned like the insects in the collection of a naturalist, a vacuum valve
and a silicon chip are there displayed to show the evolution of the technology and
of the electronic “bugs” during the last century. The silicon chip, that in fact looks
like a beetle, provides a metaphorical point to the image.

Maybe more successfully than other images in this series, the picture Darwin 2.0
connects the concepts of history, evolution, technology and art more closely and
with a deeper poetical sense.
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